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Fix List for MONITOR version 8.1.11 

 

General 

 JEDS-A8K9W8 - The supplement Document Viewer is updated to version 17.1.0.319. Please note that a 
client installation is required for this update of the Document Viewer. 

 AFOG-A8LAY8 - Warning about EIM database missing is no longer displayed when you run the Historical 
Company. 

 CSIG-A96AX5 - "Previous activity finished" in the Reminder of activity for {user} window follows the 
setting made in the "Reminder settings" that are default not activated. 

 AFOG-AA8B2G - TeamViewer is now included in the installation and it will not be needed to be down loaded 
from the Internet. 

 AFOG-AA9J45 - The new version (5.11.0.4476) of Redemption is included in the installation of MONITOR. 

 AFOG-AACE4Q - Spaces in the subject row on e-mails sent with the built in e-mail function will now be set 
to =20 according to RFC2047. 

 AFOG-AARNWN - If you returned to MONITOR after opening an e-mail and then closed the order window or 
changed record and closed the e-mail software, MONITOR would shut down with a program error. This 
error occurred when settings for "Use Outlook integration when e-mailing from order registration 

procedures" were activated. 

 FOHN-AAX7YK - When the user’s language is Danish, the Danish flag will also be displayed in the Menu 
Settings | Change language… 

Manufacturing 

 CSIG-A7TK8E - Two Work centers in a row with the Setting "Do not report" caused material withdrawal 
only in the first operation in the Operation Reporting procedure. 

 CSIG-AA8HWD - The field "Recalculating... Explode completed" was displayed after calculation and was 
placed over the Summary in the Pre-Calculation procedure. 

 FPEN-AAHH63 - An error message was displayed if you used the Info menu to link from the Check 
Delivery Times procedure to the Loading Selection procedure. 

 SSÖG-AARF56 - Quantity on status 2 rows differed on form and exported EDI file when exporting from the 
Print Delivery Schedules – Subcontract procedure. 

Purchase 

 PFLN-A7PA6D - The message Amount limit is exceeded was only displayed the first time you changed 
supplier on a Purchase order in the Register Purchase Order procedure. 

 PFLN-A7THPG - The question about updating initial period was displayed before the Frozen time for the 
period was reached, if you changed delivery period on Purchase order. 

 JELA-A8JHXL - Color highlights for position on single rows will display status for partial advised under the 

button Disp. Adv. in the Register Purchase Order procedure. While Total advised quantity displays the 
entire order rows status for partially advised purchase orders.  

 PFLN-A8LATF - Arrival reporting in the Bar Code Arrival Reporting procedure didn’t update the Arrival 
log if you splitted a row with a linked text row. 
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 LREM-A8PDS8 - From version 8.1.0 it wasn’t possible to paste text in annotations in the Register 
Supplier Invoice procedure.  

 LAHM-A8XHWW - Now it’s only possible to resend the last created of a Consecutive no from list type 
Resend in the Transaction List procedure. 

 FOHN-A99FKG - Now will purchase order rows with 0 quantities be excluded in the exported XML-file sent 
by e-mail from the Register Purchase Order procedure. 

 GÅNY-A9D9H2 - When comparing against supplier price in the Supplier Invoice Log procedure, the 
discount on the parts supplier price wasn’t included in the PD (price difference). 

 FPEN-A9EAVT - Arrival reporting in the Bar Code Arrival Reporting procedure didn’t update the Arrival 
log if you splitted a row with a linked text row. 

 GÅNY-A9GA6L - Crediting of supplier invoices in the Register Supplier Invoice procedure created double 
AutoCodings. This occurred when the Setting "Preliminary coding of invoices?" wasn’t activated. 

 SSÖG-A9V9S8 - The cursor moved to incorrect field on the same order row if you changed the information 
in a field manually in the Import EDI Order Responses procedure. 

 KWEN-A9WHVZ - News: A new alternative Only show incorrect is added in list type Supplier links in the 
Part List – Purchase procedure. This list only displays parts with double active suppliers. You can remove 
incorrect supplier links and save in this list. 

 LREM-AA29RK - Only one notification in the file was loaded in the Confirmation LB / FB procedure, even 
if there were several notifications in the file. This error occurred when confirming CAMT054 (format 211). 

 LREM-AA3BNJ - From version 8.1.8 of MONITOR an error message was displayed when you had previewed 
the Pre-coding/Preliminary coding and then saved and finally pressed Cancel in the Coding window in the 
Register Supplier Invoice procedure. 

 LREM-AAFAUW - Confirmation of FBI in CSV file from Handelsbanken with Bank charge in SEK gave an 
incorrect confirmed amount and a difference in the Accounts payable. 

 LAHM-AAGE57 - Bank account type BBAN was incorrectly validated in the Update Supplier procedure. 

 LAHM-AAH9QQ - EndToEndId in the ISO files is changed. Now the EndToEndId will be unique for every 
payment, even if you send the same Consecutive no twice from the Transaction List procedure. 

 LAHM-AAPCQV - The setting "Decimals under 'Each' on orders/inquiries" didn’t work for price each when 
you authorized an invoice. Even if you had three decimals set, it rounded off to two decimals in the 
Authorize Supplier Invoices procedure and a difference occurred. 

 LREM-AAQBHN - The entire Consecutive no (to right at the top of the paper) wasn’t displayed on printouts 
of supplier invoices. 

 SHÖD-AARCHS - It wasn’t possible to deselect Pay in the Payment Suggestions procedure. 

Sales 

 SSÖG-A7WB4F - When performing Import delivery reporting in the Pick list, MONITOR could select 
incorrect row if there were several calls with the same date and part. A setting is added under the Extra 
Info button in the Update Customer procedure to avoid this problem. The new setting matches part 
number and quantity. 

 CSIG-A8SK45 - The Price List – Sales procedure didn’t use own Exchange rates. I.e. if a customer had 
the currency EUR1, the price in the price list was calculated with the currency EUR anyway. 

 FOHN-A8TAM5 - Discount on Customer didn’t work if you used MONITOR-to-MONITOR. The discount 
became 0 when you used drag-and-drop to register the XML file in the Register Customer Order 
procedure. 

 LAHM-A96B27 - Fields are added in Factoring format 133. 

 JLÖR-A9DCZ8 - Save as… on Customer order with activities will not copy activities from the original 
Customer order. 
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 SWIO-A9FB7F - The Quote Statistics procedure classified on Customer code didn’t include Set up cost 
when set up cost was registered as a service.  

 CSIG-A9KGWT - Percentage is taken from the discount matrix on the part (now also 0.00%) in the 
Register Customer Order procedure. 

 JEDS-A9S9YQ - The Order Inflow procedure displayed untranslated headings in some list types. 

 FOHN-A9T9NT - Price was always included in the Order confirmation by XML file, even if the form setting 

Print price info wasn’t activated. 

 FOHN-A9VAWK - Phone for Receiver and Country for the Shipper are added on the Address label tab in the 
Print Shipping Documents procedure. 

 SSÖG-AA4C5M - An edit lock occurred in the Purge Edit Lock-up procedure if you in the Register Quote 
procedure, pressed Create order and then cancelled. 

 SSÖG-AA4DEU - The Forecast / EDI Import procedure always displayed existing forecast codes for 
warehouse no. 1, no matter which warehouse you were logged on to. 

 GÅNY-AA5DLL - The printer dialogue was displayed after every printout in the Print Invoices procedure if 
you had the Setting "Print invoice to printer when e-mailing invoice" activated. 

 GÅNY-AA8BSL - Now it’s possible to match payments with format ISO20022 in the Payment Matching 
procedure. 

 JLÖR-AA9HYR - It wasn’t possible to save in the Delivery List procedure if you only deleted rest. 

 LAHM-AACK4X - This only affects the customers using PayEx CUSIN format with adaptation 96 and 97 
(Factoring export). 
1) There is a new Distribution method to set on customers - Filing of invoice. 
2) A new format, number 235 is added. This is an extended Invoice service format and contains 8 columns 
in the invoice rows, previous number of columns were 6 in format 149. The new information that is added 
are 1) Position (Pos) and 2) Delivery period (Del. per). 

 JLIN-AAFBX8 - Staggered prices were loaded again instead of be recalculated if you changed from 
Alternate unit in the Register Customer Order procedure. 

 LREM-AAGD8Q - During certain circumstances could the Pro forma invoice form be incorrect. 

 LAHM-AAJ9AM - The Comprehensive invoice sent by e-mail didn’t get any rows if you used Cust. code inv. 
and had different language set on the two customer codes. 

 FOHN-AAKJFP - A message is displayed on the Contents tab in the Packing List procedure, if you 
manually try to enter a row number that doesn’t follow the previous row number. 

 FOHN-AAKJKN - The Contents tab in the Packing List procedure became grey and didn’t respond when 
you added many packages. 

 LAHM-AAPBUM - The field delivery address can be empty in the factoring format CUSIN. 

 FOHN-AASG64 - Qty/pkge and Package will also work if the invoice row type is row type 6 in the Packing 
List procedure. 

 SSÖG-AAX9VJ - The quantity became incorrect in the export from the Print EDI Invoices procedure if you 
had Alternate unit and used EDI format 329. 

Inventory 

 PFLN-A8LHK8 - News: A check box to exclude parts without Standard price is added in the Continuous 
Physical Inventory – List procedure. The check box is activated by the setting "Block for reporting if the 
part has no standard price?" under Stock Reporting on the Inventory tab in the Settings procedure. 

 CSIG-A8ZHMJ - When you created nonconformities from the Posterior Rejection procedure, the Claim 
report was always printed with the company language instead of in the customer’s language. 
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 AKWK-A9CGJY - If you added more activities in the Register Basic Data (Quality) procedure, these 
activities weren’t displayed on the form Confirmation in the Register Nonconformity procedure. 

 JLIN-AA8K53 - Check Delivery Times could during certain circumstances inherit results from the row 
above. 

Workshop Info 

 PPEN-A9VH2H - It wasn’t possible to select a location with 12 characters in the Recording Terminal 
procedure. 

Accounting 

 MSVK-A8KB4S - The Project report in the Register Project procedure missed a total of time in some lists 
and selections. 

 GÅNY-A8T9TY - Previous years forecasts were displayed in the Balance Info procedure if there was no 
forecast registered for the year.  

 SHÖD-A929B6 - AutoCodings didn’t work properly when you used Cost center, Cost unit or Project in the 
AutoCoding. Now it’s also possible to delete an AutoCoding. 

General Settings 

 FOHN-A9SKER - The Run database file button in the Database Administration procedure is enlarged to 
display more characters in the name. 

Electronic Invoice Management 

 LREM-AA99N9 - A problem with Annotations on PDF images in version 8.1.10 of MONITOR is fixed. This 
problem could only occur in systems with the supplement EIM. 

Product Configurator 

 AKWK-A9KAFJ - If you made changes on a Configured part with setup price in the Register Customer 
Order procedure, the setup price row was placed at the bottom of the rows and lost its link to the part 
row. 
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